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“I have worked with Reed Tech 
expert staff members for over 
15 years, in three different 
companies. Reed Tech staff 
members respond to emails 
promptly and provide high 
quality results to clients. 

I am not well versed in the 
electronic world of SPL and 
HTML, etc., so having Reed Tech 
as a partner has been fantastic 
and has prevented me from 
having sleepless nights. I can 
always pick up the phone to call 
Reed Tech staff if I need further 
explanation. They have never let 
me down or left me hanging with 
unfinished business. Besides, 
their cost are quite reasonable 
too.”

- Regulatory, Medimetriks 
Pharmaceuticals

Introduction
Across the globe, pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers and distributors, along with 
consulting and IT companies that support them, are challenged with regulatory and compliance deadlines, 
product data management issues and the need for insights into safety and quality data. To meet these 
challenges, many of the world’s leading manufacturers trust Reed Tech for compliance and expertise. Reed 
Tech solutions function as a single data hub to distribute product data from your source respository to 
regulatory authorities, business customers and trading partners. 

Our Mission
To deliver better outcomes to the innovation community by helping our customers make more informed 
decisions, be more productive, comply with regulations and achieve superior results.

Reed Tech is committed to helping you meet regulatory compliance deadlines. Helping customers 
reach their goals is the primary focus of the Life Sciences group at Reed Tech. We enable innovators to 
accomplish more by helping them understand the nuances of regulatory requirements, create product 
data management strategies and meet compliance deadlines on time. We measure success by exceeding 
expectations with superior customer service and results. We proudly support innovators in the Life 
Sciences industry in their pursuit of excellence.

Subject-Matter Expertise: Global health authority pharmaceutical structured product labeling 
(SPL) and medical device Uniqure Device Identification (UDI) including US FDA, Health 
Canada, EU EUDAMED, China NMPA, South Korea MFDS and more. 

Data Management: Regulatory and commercial product information management, data 
validation, processing and communication. 

Service: Dependable support and on-time deliveries. 



Structured Product Labeling Solutions
Fast, accurate and cost-effective process to compose, convert and submit your SPL XML content. 

Pharmaceutical manufactuers are operating in a highly regulated industry with mandated deadlines 
requires fast turnaround time and a high degree of accuracy. Few tasks are more time consuming and 
tedious than gathering, converting and submitting data to Global Health Authorities including the FDA 
and Health Canada.

Reed Tech Structured Product Labeling (SPL) solutions will help you navigate this rigorous SPL process. 
Our secure, cloud-based solutions provide a fast, accurate and cost-effective process to manage product 
labeling data across multiple teams.

• Accepts multiple source formats (e.g., Word, PDF)
• Accurately transfers labeler, establishment and product information into an SPL XML structure
• Checks the presence and accuracy of data values
• Performs in-depth validation to ensure that your SPL information is FDA or Health Canada 

submission-ready
• Protects your data in our secure environment
• Submits your SPL data via our Electronic Submissions Gateway (ESG) service
• Provides ongoing SPL lifecycle management

Elecronic Drug Registration and Listing (eDRL): Conversion and submission services to help guide your 
products through the FDA’s eDRL SPL process and compose SPL XML content into print and electronic 
formats for package inserts, website and promotional materials. 

Lot Distribution Reporting (LDR): Designed to take the trouble out of collecting, validating and 
converting your lot distribution data into SPL format. 

SPL-Driven Composition Process: Improve your label composition process and reduce the risk of 
conversion errors and composition costs for promotional materials - including package inserts - by 
incorporating your FDA-approved SPL content directly into print and web-ready files. 

Health Canada XML SPL: In addition to 15+ years of XML experience with FDA SPL, Reed Tech has 
garnered Health Canada experience participating in the pilot program since its inception. Reed Tech offers 
Health Canada services including creation of XML-PM documents, support of voluntary participation in 
the production pilot and support of future required product submissions.

“The relationship with Reed Tech 
feels more like a partnership 
than client/vendor. They are SPL 
experts, and are always willing 
to answer questions for me to 
provide guidance.”

- Assoc. Director of Regulatory 
Affairs, midsize biologics 
manufacturer

VIEW BLOG POST
Drug Establishment Registration: 
What You Need to Know



Reed Tech SingleSource™ for Drug Products
Securely manage your regulated drug product data in one central database to help eliminate data 
disparity, reduce research time and meet FDA deadlines with accuracy. 
 
A successful product labeling solution must be transparent and collaborative for ongoing monitoring and 
review, with the ability to meet strict FDA guidelines and streamline the Structured Product Labeling (SPL) 
conversion process. 

SingleSource™ for Drug Products is a centralized, secure system built to help you manage your 
organization’s product labeling data with accuracy, flexibility and a proven track record for compliance. 
Eliminate data disparity by leveraging a ‘single source of truth’ for product listing information and save 
valuable time searching internal databases that may span multiple departments or facilities with different 
versions. 

With on-demand SaaS SPL generation for Establishment Registrations, Labeler Code Requests and 
Product Listing Metadata updates, you can meet strict deadlines with fast, accurate submissions to FDA’s 
Electronic Registration and Drug Listing System (eDLR). SingleSource™ will host all this information in one 
easily searchable master database to help ensure consistent use of data fields throughout all SPL types 
and versions. 

“We have used Reed Tech 
Services now for many years. 
We appreciate the reliability, 
professionalism and expertise. 
Reed Tech is our go-to for SPL 
conversions.” 

- Elizabeth Narciso, Head 
of Regulatory Operations 
Regulatory Professionals, Inc.

Secure Regulatory Data Management: Manage product listing, establishment facility and 
labeler company data across multiple teams with a secure and validated cloud-based solution. 

Streamline SPL Conversion Process: Full-service approach to SPL creation, validation and 
management reduces time to submissions to improves and processes for cross-functional 
teams. 

Transparent and Collaborative Workflow: Transparency of work in progress across your 
organization helps eliminate data disparity and meet internal FDA deadlines. 



“Navigator for Drug Labels is a 
powerful and easy-to-use tool for 
anyone who wants to perform 
labeling intelligence and improve 
label optimization. Once you use 
the tool, it’s difficult to imagine 
developing new labels without it.”

- Associate Director, RA Global 
Labeling at a biopharmaceutical 
company

Reed Tech Navigator™ for Drug Labels
Expedite and simplify your drug label research and compare the most up-to-date label versions 
with quick access to targeted label information. 

Researching and monitoring the many regulatory changes and the competitive landscape for your 
drug labels is both complex and time-consuming. 

Navigator™ helps pharmaceutical regulatory researchers ensure accurate and up-to-date drug label 
content. Navigator™ provides numerous advanced research and analytic capabilities to help you gain 
competitive insights, expedite drug label creation and approvals and simplify drug label monitoring. 

Navigator™ combines more than 400,000 current drug labels and all historical FDA-approved 
branded and generic prescription drugs, OTC, biologics and homeopathic/herbal medicine product 
labels. That’s about three times more drug labels than free database resources. 

Research and compare the most up-to-date drug label information in just a few clicks to help with: 

Regulatory Intelligence: Simplify and expedite your drug label monitoring 
process.

Competitive Intelligence: Bolster your market research efforts with insights into 
competitor products and reference drugs. 

Streamlined Label Creation: Ensure label data and formatting is consistent and 
inline with corporate and industry standards. 

Case & Development Litigation: Research and procure documentation to 
support case development and litigation. 



“I’ve been working with Reed 
Tech for many years across three 
different companies. Their service 
is prompt and the staff is friendly 
and knowledgeable. They are 
very reasonably priced and very 
reliable partners.” 

- Charles Deeck, Sr. 
Director Regulatory and 
Quality Systems ARIAD 
Pharmaceuticals

Life Science Industry Provider
For professionals in the drug manufacturing and distribution industry, we serve seven of the top ten pro-
viders of pharmaceutical products worldwide. Our customers range from small to mid-size producers and 
distributors of pharmaceutical related products to the very largest global leaders. Our solutions offer the 
means to increase productivity, comply with regulations and make more informed decisions quickly. Our 
offerings enable the collection, transformation, submission and analysis of data.

With decades of experience with the FDA electronic Drug Registration and Listing process, FDA GUDID, 
on-demand SaaS SPL generation for SPL-ER, SPL-LCR and Product Listing Metadata updates, Reed Tech is 
uniquely positioned with subject-matter expertise for medical device, pharmaceutical and related companies 
and professionals. 

For strategic product data management supported by a deep understanding of life sciences regulations, 
Reed Tech proudly supports the global mission of contributing to improved outcomes for both healthcare 
providers and patients. 

Industry Experts
15+ years of SPL experience. 
Subject-matter experts on most current FDA compliance and regulations (SPL-UDI since 2014). 
Up-to-Date MedTech Europe Member (UDI and GS1 standards committees). 

Experienced Major Industry Provider
676,000+ Records submitted to FDA Global UDI Database (GUDID)
55,000+ Pharma FDA SPL submissions
~34% of all FDA GUDID records submitted annually. 

Trusted Team Partner
1,000+ biopharma drug product manufacturers and distributors as clients
65% of the industry’s top 50 pharma companies.
Certifications: ISO 27001: 2013 and ISO 9001: 2015; HL7 Standards Board Member
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Pharma@ReedTech.com
MedDevice@ReedTech.com

+1-215-557-3010


